Leading Construction Operations
Homework #3 – My Leadership Style Paper
Due: Feb 23 or 25, 2015

1. Your Leadership Style = graded homework = 100pts.

2. Review the various Leadership Styles presented in my class lecture #6 -Leadership Styles. All PPT slides from my lectures are on my website: http://my.fit.edu/~locurcio

3. Follow this format for your paper… exactly:
   a. Opening statement – be creative – get the reader to pay attention.
   b. State your leadership style clearly
   c. Give the reader some idea of your outline or direction

Discussion
   a. Talk about your MBTI & how it influences your “preferred” style
   b. Be sure to follow a logical order with paragraphs and transitions between ideas
   c. Explain how you “prefer” to lead a team and why… give your style a “name”
      i. Give an example of a person or event that influenced your decision
      ii. Tell a personal story: job, sports, activity, school or family experience
      iii. Describe a personal experience from an internship or summer job

Conclusion
   a. Review the main points… your MBTI & style
   b. Close with a statement that will make the reader “remember” your paper

4. Length of paper: this homework plus approximately 2 pages, typed, single space, Times Roman 12 font (or equal). Use this handout as your cover page. Do not include another cover page.

5. Grading (100 pts):
   ______ (10) Introduction – did you present a clear message or statement; a theme & key points
   ______ (10) Organization – did you follow this format; was your paper organized in a logical order
   ______ (10) Discussion – did you explain your key points in your own words
   ______ (10) Style – did you give your style a name
   ______ (10) Support – did you provide examples or stories to support your key points
   ______ (10) Conclusion – did you summarize your key points in your conclusion
   ______ (20) Creativity – was the paper interesting; memorable; was the paper convincing
   ______ (20) Effectiveness – did you get your point across; was the language & form professional
   ______ Grade